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Summer 2017
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From the President

Clive Robertson

Issue 3 -

February 2017

As the new President I have had a steep learning curve and to be frank there seems to be
something new every week. That said, a big
thank you to the new committee and to the
way the re-elected members made my transition much easier than expected.
The Annual General Meeting raised some questions regarding the Constitution and from time
to time we refer to various “By-Laws” but
newer members don’t have the benefit of
memory for these matters. Time has come for
an update of the Constitution and By-Laws but
we don't think there needs to be anything potentially controversial. Rather, we need to have
an entire document in the one language and
which is up to date. From the drafts we have
been working on it is going to be much simpler
and easy to understand.

President SGBMBC

Club Championships and District events are well
underway and of course District Pennants begin
Let me start off by saying a big thank you to
at the end of February. Already we have had
Bruce Goldsmith for preparing this newsletter. I some excellent District results from: Jamie Thehave always thought that it is better that all
lander, Dave Lawrence, Campbell Connal , Neil
members of a group get the same story at the Solomon, John Dunn and Joe Oliverio in singles.
same time!
Jamie and Dave as runner up in the District

Dave Lawrence “SUMO “in action at Milton Ulladulla in the SCDBA State Pairs with Jamie Thelander
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Pairs and now Patrons Shield representatives,
Campbell Connal making the Presidents Senior
team, Arnie Rhoden, Phil Nuttall, Derek Smith
and Campbell Connell - District Fours Runner
Up. Joe Schembri and Ron Long quarter finals
in the Senior Pairs.
I am proud to say that these events are very
keenly fought by our best as indeed are our
Club Championships by all members. Having
said that, the Committee also wants to ensure
we cater well for all our members needs so we
have nominated several new areas to focus on
this year, including:











an annual bowlers bus trip away.
closer working relationship with the
Women's Bowling Club to ensure we get
more participation in mixed bowls,
re-introducing the bowlers/golfers annual
challenge,
a unique bowls/snooker/darts event,
A new approach to sponsorship,
increased promotion of the Bowls Club via a
number of internal and external means,
a new focus on barefoot bowls activities including an annual family friendly membership drive,
a written set of goals and strategies and better specified roles for each member of the
Committee.

To those who have approached me regarding
the following – this is an update.
 Windsock – the company I am dealing with
is seeking a red and white one and getting
back to me to arrange delivery.
 Play on hot days – I believe that 36 degrees
(in the shade) bowlers are notified by the
controlling body to finish the end they are
on. The matches do not re start until the
gauge falls below 36. Club President, Gary
Buckley is concerned about the main club’s
potential liabilities that he is prepared to
support at Board level any approach by the
bowlers to have a large visible digital readout placed outside and visible from the



greens.
Etiquette – Alan Askew has chased up a
printout of the Royal NSW statements on
this matter and Bruce has included relevant
matters in this newsletter.

Of course this list is not everything and some of
these may not come to fruition this year – but
this is the direction we are heading.
Some of the above involves our Country Club.
So we are working through Jim Thelander our
bowls representative. The level of support we
have had from Jim, the Club CEO, Peter Thorncroft, and my new (Australia Day) lead, Club
President, Gary Buckley has been very encouraging!
It is also especially pleasing that one of our
members and Club Director Mr Dick Manwarring was recently awarded the prestigious
Shoalhaven Citizen of the Year 2017—Highly
Commended . As many of us know Dicks charity
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work for Code C Cancer fund raising and the
Cancer Bus is well known in our local community. Good on you Dick and well deserved mate.
The selectors will soon post the Pennant teams
for 2017. This is a difficult task. Some players
will be disappointed and others very happy with
their positions. That’s the nature of competitive
sport. However, If you have problems please
speak directly with any two of the selectors or
Phil Nuttall the Chair of Selectors.
To all I must say, it is an honour to be your
President and I will work for this Club with this
foremost in my mind!
Clive Robertson

Your 2017 Committee
President : Mr Clive Robertson.
Secretary: Mr Brian Shaw.
Treasurer: Mr Terry Collins.
Vice Presidents: Mr Jamie Thelander (Senior VP
- Match) & Mr Bruce Goldsmith (Jnr VP-Social)
Bowls Co Coordinator: Rob Reid.
Assistant Bowls Coordinator: Bob Duncan.
Committee: Mr George Thorpe, Mr Paul Schillings, Mr Joe Oliverio, Mr David Lawrence, Mr
Ben Krikstolitis.
Selectors: (Chairman) Mr Philip Nuttall, Mr Jamie Thelander, Mr Rob Reid, Mr Bob Duncan,
Mr Dave Lawrence.
Publicity Officer: Mr Jamie Thelander.
Welfare Officer: Ken Gates.
Secretary/Treasurer South Coast District Bowls
Association: Mr Alan Askew.
Bowls Office : ph 444 29022
Email : sgbmensbowlingclub@yahoo.com.au
Facebook: St Georges Basin Men's Bowls

Welfare

Did you know most of our bowls results and
photographs are on our club “page which is
regularly updated by Jamie Thelander.
Simply have a look on your PC, tablet or smart
phone at - “St Georges Basin Men's Bowls”. If
you want any photos on the site simply copy
them from the facebook page.

Special Thank You
To Peter Chamberlin who has donated a large
white trolley (aka .. the baby change table on
expensive wheels) that we are now using to
transport our snacks to the lounge for after
event presentations. An excellent donation Peter !

Newsletter Contributions

If you would like to contribute please Email
Bruce Goldsmith or leave a hard copy at the office.
Email: bruce@btgplanning.com. Au

Note: The role of editor is to bring information to you as accurately and
expediently as possible and in a readable and enjoyable way. Editing is
sometimes necessary to eliminate duplication and to highlight points.
The Bowls Committee does not approve or edit the Newsletter before it
is published. Occasionally, the Newsletter content may therefore not
fully reflect the whole of Committee views. If this occurs a correction
will be made in the next issue or posted on the Notice Board.
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From the Editor
I enjoy the opportunity to provide you with the
Newsletter as I believe it is not only a great way
to distribute our bowling information but it also
provides me with a means to find out a little
more about the people who make up our
membership and ultimately that’s what makes
any club truly special.
You may have noticed that our mother Club is
now known as “The Country Club”-St Georges
Basin and Vincentia and they have adopted a
Draft Strategic Plan (DSP) for future development of the club house and outbuildings (see
below). The DSP exhibition material has attracted a lot of interest and it seems most of it
is very favourable. All going well and subject to
costing we may eventually (Stage 3) have our
own covered bowls facility on Green No 3 and
new bowls and golf facilities next to it. We will
have to wait and see as it is just a concept at
this stage!

soon as we can. However, having only just
adopted a new uniform this will have to be
managed carefully, particularly the cost of such
a change.
Importantly, we will remain the “St Georges Basin Men's Bowling Club” but we will now be a
sub club of “The Country Club”. I think we
should always be conscious that The Country
Club is our key sponsor and without them we
would struggle (like so many bowling clubs) to
provide our own bowling greens , staff to look
after our needs and of course “cheap beer”!

It is fantastic that the Board of Directors are
looking to our future needs and our Committee
will be working very closely with The Country
Club to ensure our sponsorship, membership
promotion and bowling aspirations are in tune
The new Country Club logo is also of interest to with each other.
us as we will probably have to bring our uniforms into conformity with this new image as
Bruce Goldsmith
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Musicians Past & Present
Men and Women- Have you
played a musical instrument in
the past? Would you like to get
together and make a happy
sound with friends before
Bowls?
Any instrument from trombone
to tambourine, banjo to bass or
anything in between is welcome. We could become the
“Basin Big Band”
If interested contact Ken Gates
0415 162 509

+19 and PM Ron Long, Brain
Bradshaw and Neil Solomon +
19
Australia Day 2017
It was our Australia Day celebrations combined with “Oz v
The Rest of the World” on Jan
25th this year but with a bit of

Joe Schembri ( The Maltese Falcon) and Jamie Thelander

ior VP has in mind for a special
“Family Barefoot Bowls Day”
and membership promotion
drive later this year.
From the Locker Room
Locker fees ($5) are due and payable to
the Treasurer - Terry Collins.

BBQ cooks Fiona Collins and Gai Goldsmith with Junior VP
Bruce Goldsmith

a twist. Our Junior VP put on a
sausage sizzle delivered to the
rink side while OZ music played
in the background all day.
A good time was had by all and
this innovation is what the Jun-

The locker room has been tidied up and
unclaimed old bowls gear removed, some
25 new locks have been installed and now
we now have sufficient lockers for all
members.
A further 20 or so locks will be progressively replaced because we have only one
or no key.
Milk crates have been placed on the top
of some lockers for you to store bits and
pieces (shoes, hats, rags etc).
These are obviously not a secure form of
storage but it will make it easier for the
Committee to clean the room from time
to time. Please label your items and ask
Bruce Goldsmith to label the crate you
are using.

This years winners of the Murphy Family Funerals and Aveo
Live Well Triples – William Hatgiantonio, Ron Wall and Nick
King 4+27.
Second Rob Reid, Dave Lawrence and Jamie Thelander
4+23
AM winners Wendy King, Ilona
Thelander and Leba Yatevatu

Great fun as all the boys joined in the spirit of the Day...ozzyozzy -ozzy —oi -oi- oi.

Some members do not close and lock
their locker because they say their bowls
gear does not fit. This is highly dangerous
as an open door could catch someone
badly or cause a serious fall.
You must get a bowls bag to fit the lockers or the locker should be returned for
the use of others. The alternative is to
retain your locker but put your bag
(clearly labelled with your name) )on top
of the lockers (again at your own risk) and
use the locker for other bowls gear.
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Player Profile - Dave “Sumo “ Lawrence
What are your achievements in
bowls so far?
To date:

Major Pairs

Minor Pairs

Mixed Fours

Triples

Three District Pennants

State Pairs Finalist

Two 8 Pins in Pennants

Dave Lawrence at 15-16 years of age

What are your ambitions in the
sport of bowls?
An interview with Dave
I just want to be the best I can and
How long have you been playing to play the best. But more than
that I would also like to inspire
bowls ?
people to achieve their goals, and
I started playing 4 years and 8
months ago and I will be 46 in De- to help others see how much fun
this sport can be.
cember.
I heard you were a bit of a top
sportsman in your youth. ?
Well I have played squash, football and soccer and didn't do too
badly at all of them.
I took up squash when I was 12
and was ranked 3rd in Australia. I
played the world Number 1
(Jahangir Khan) in the Australian
Open and beat him in 5 sets. I also
played soccer for Blacktown
United Soccer under 21’s when I
was just 16. I also played three
games for the Adelaide Rams in
the Super League. Yes its hard to
believe but I could actually run!
Why did you take up Bowls?
Not so long ago I was in a very
bad frame of mind . I knew Gavin
Thorpe through my trade work
and we started rolling up occasionally at the club. I got the bug
and joined. Bowls literally saved
me and I can’t thank the Club
enough for it!

What do you think about our
Bowls Club?
The bowlers are some of the most
beautiful people I have ever met. I
think we are the best bowling club
in the Shoalhaven. I just hope we
can keep on doing all the good
things we doing and strive to
make it better and better for all.

As they say, if its not broke
don't fix it!

My “Sumo” years
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Interesting People
WHO AM I ?
I am a member of the bowls club
and I started collecting beer cans in
early 80's just getting any different
can I saw in bottle shops.
I remember getting quite a few at
the Golden Apple Leeton (a supermarket and liquor store). I got serious in 1989 after I saw a collection
and met some guys in Wagga and
then joined the ABCCA-Australian
Beer Can Collectors Association.
The first few monthly meetings I
went to I came home with boxes of
cans 100+!! I now have about 3500
Australian and overseas cans and
about 2000 are displayed in my garage. See opposite.
The ABCCA currently has approx.
220 member. Each state division has
monthly swap meeting or gettogether hosted by a member at
various locations. In addition there
is an annual swap meeting called
the Canathon for all members held
in different State on a rotating system- last Canathon was early January in Hobart.
My favourite cans would be a number of the first very old steel cans
called "flat-tops" because the have
no ring-pull tab to open them. I also
have a One-Can-One-Country section with cans from 102 different
countries.
The answer is on page 13.
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Important Information for
Pennant Teams
Being a selector is perhaps one
of the most difficult tasks in
the Club. Unavailability of players, good form, lack of form,
egos , attitude and application
all come together as factors for
consideration and take up lots
of the conversation around the
clubhouse.
We are confident the selectors
have a plan to bring us success
again this year. However, if you
have a problem it is important
that you talk to them.
This year we applied for and
are using consecutive pennant
grading i.e. grades 3, 4, 5, 6
and 7’s. This gives the selectors
the opportunity to more easily
move players up or down one
grade i.e.: 3 to 4 or 5 to 6 .
Importantly you will be required to play FIVE pennant
games in the SAME GRADE to
qualify in that grade. Qualifying
in a particular grade means
that if you have played in a particular grade for 5 games this
year you are then eligible to
play in the Zone and State playoffs if that grade wins the District Pennant.
Being moved to a higher or
lower grade during the season
does not mean the selectors
are looking at permanent
change. It may be to
strengthen a particular side for
one game only.

 Do not change hands unYou cannot be moved down
necessarily;
more than ONE level from your  Play on the kindest
present grading without dis(favoured) hand in each dipensation from NSW Bowls i.e.
rection;
if you were playing grade 5
 Usually if the lead plays well
anywhere in NSW last year you
the rest of the team plays
cannot be lowered to grade 7
well.
in this Club or if you were playing grade 3 you cannot be
Second
lowered to grade 5.
 Helps build the head;
If you are not happy with the
 Gives the team a foundalevel at which you have been
tion to build from;
selected, you should approach  Can retrieve the situation
your skip or the selectors. Any
when the lead fails;
discussion on the matter would  If the lead and second playrequire at least 2 selectors to
ers are out-bowling the opbe present.
position, in most instances
they can win the game;
We also suggest you carefully  This allows the third and
read the following information
Skip to play positional
on etiquette, rule changes and
bowls or attack when necwhat is expected of our playessary;
ers.
 Second’s main shots are the
draw and the ‘yard on shot’;
PLAYERS IN A TEAM
 Priorities of a good second:
1. Be no worse than one
Lead
down after playing his
The lead job is to establish a
bowls;
“foundation” on which the
2. Don’t get on the mat unteam can ‘build’ a winning
til you have been given
head.
directions by the Skip;
3. Don’t get on the mat
His duty is to place their two
with a pre-conceived
bowls as close to the jack as
shot in mind;
possible. One on and one be4. When given a shot to
hind. If the lead can place two
play, play that shot with
bowls consistently within a
total commitment;
yard of the jack the Skip will be
5. Hand your team-mates
pleased. For guidance:
their bowls along with a
word of encouragement
 No on shots or niggles;
or praise;
 Deliver on the same hand;
6. Give 100% commitment
 Deliver the jack to where
to the Skip and the team;
the skip requires;
7. Never have both of your
 Draw as close as possible;
bowls short of the jack.
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Third














Is the team motivator;
The all round player;
Ensure loyalty and support
from the other players and
the Skip;
Advise the Skip on what
shots are available;
Be aware of the positions of
every bowl in the head and
where any danger may exist;
Know his Skip’s strengths
and weaknesses, which
hand they draw best;
Know their driving ability;
Versatile in his bowling ability and bowl delivery;
Be a good measurer;
Have the respect and trust
of the Skip.

Skip










Does not have to be the
best player in the team;
Be a natural leader, motivator and psychologist and
able to inspire commitment;
Ability to direct the team
with confidence;
Play the team on their individual strengths;
Create calm and confidence
in the team;
Generate compatibility;
Always encourage the players and obtain the best;
Involve the players in the
decision making and tactics
of the game whenever possible;











Communicate with the
players during the changeover and let them know
what you are trying to do;
When giving direction,
place your hand or foot
where you want the bowl to
finish;
Be a versatile player and
consider the choice of deliveries to play;
Possess a good temperament;
Appear cool under pressure;
If you talk, think and act
positive thoughts, your
bowls will reflect those images;
Always emphasise the importance of the big “C’s” in
bowls:
CONCENTRATION &
CORRECTION gives
CONSISTENCY.
COMPATIBILITY &
COMMITMENT makes
CHAMPIONS



















BOWLS ETIQUETTE
Etiquette is mainly a code of

behaviour whereby individuals
treat one another the way they
expect to be treated them
selves.
Note: Mobile Phones are to be 
turned off during Pennants or
given to the Controlling Body
or Umpire


Always be on time—at least
15 minutes before the calling of the cards;
Wear the correct uniform;
Wear your name bad and
call players by their name;
Do not dump your bowls on
the green;
The second should introduce members of their
team to the opposition;
The Skips toss to determine
the first to play—the winner of the toss has the option of playing first or giving
the mat to their opponents—Skips decision;
It is courtesy for leads to
hand their opposition their
first bowl;
The lead should have the
mat ready to be placed as
soon as the head is declared;
Be ready with bowl in hand
when it is your turn to
bowl, do not be sitting
down as this slows the
game;
Do not distract the player
on the mat;
When a player is on the
mat, make sure you are behind and out of their line of
vision;
Skips and thirds are
(Directors) of the head. Do
not stand behind the jack;
Do not leave the green until
your opponent has finished
bowling;
The directors at the head
should stand still when a
player is on the mat;
The winning third of the
previous end should place
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their Skip’s bowl on the
mat—this is a courtesy but
provides a check on who
has possession of the mat;
 Walk in the middle of the
rink when changing ends–
don't wander
 When a bowl comes to rest,
possession of the rink
changes to the opposition.
Players should be behind
and away from the head
until possession of the rink
changes;
 All players must assist in
kicking bowls;
 Inform your opponent if
you wish to leave the green;
 Do not criticise other
player’s performance—
everyone tries their best;
 Be a good loser or winner—
no post mortems after the
game;
 Always let the last player
start walking when changing end. They have a right
to see the finish of their
bowl;
 Shake hands with all members of both teams on completion of the game.
VERY IMPORTANT
IN ALL CASES GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP MUST PREVAIL

his first (1st) bowl he can walk
RULE CHANGES 2017
to the Head and elect to wait
NEW CONDITION OF PLAY 2017 and observe the delivery of the
--- CONDITION OF PLAY -- 2.29 oppositions bowls and then
after the opposition Skip delivIt is important that all players ers his first (1st) bowl he then
should be conscious of Laws 12 returns to the Mat end to de& 13 in conjunction
liver his second (2nd) bowl to
with 2017 Condition of Play,
complete the end.
item 2.29, (Movement of Players), and Appendix A4
COP 2.29.5 Pennant players
(Restricting the movement of remaining at the Head end.
Players during play) in Laws of (Third & Skip) guidelines :
the Sport of Bowls,
Crystal Mark, 3rd Edition.
When a player at the Head end
which includes the Third and
To Summarise :
Skip then walks up to the Mat
end to deliver his first (1st)
Whilst playing Pennants conbowl, his direct opponent can
sisting of four (4) players, (two remain at the Head until the
(2) bowls) these Conditions
bowl comes to rest before
of Play require that after the
walking up to the Mat end to
Lead and Second deliver their deliver his first (1st) bowl.
first (1st) bowl (they cannot
These players can remain at
leave the Mat end), however
the Head and continue in the
these players are allowed to
same delivery step sequence
walk up to the head after deuntil the end is completed.
nd
liver of their second (2 )
bowl. Both remaining at the
Head end and away from the
head.

Only the Third (3rd) for each
team may stand at the head
end with the Skip until it is the
Thirds (3rd)turn to play his first
This means you do not applaud (1st) bowl he then walks to the
the opposition’s bowl, or make Mat end and delivers that bowl
a fuss, if you get the result. and can remain at the Head
end. The opponent can follow
the same sequence.

The Skip can walk up to the
Head after each bowl is delivered. After he has delivered
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lost to another zone, for what
reason, nobody really can say.

the inter – zones.

For those who are unaware
They may return to this district there are two inter-zone chamanytime they please. Strangely pionships each year. One for
enough this year the SCDBAthe seniors, over 60 years of
district event player numbers age, and another for players of
have increased. We must be
all ages, the open inter- zone.
doing something right.
This year all 16 zones in NSW
The SCDBA has a new match
will meet at Taren Point and
committee, being new there
Sylvania bowling clubs in May
will be some teething probfor the senior inter - zone and
lems, however they will get
at Port Macquarie for the open
everything under control as
inter-zone in September.
time goes by.
As the zone side manager I get
The SCDBA website is there for to go and watch a lot of good
all clubs to use, shortly to be
bowling. Our zone blokes give a
connected to facebook and
good account of themselves.
twitter.
Till next time good bowling
Alan
In the zone

At the time of writing the
‘Patron’s Shield’ has not
been played. Every year
the four zone 7 districts
come together on a rotaThe District
tional basis and play each
other over a weekend. This
The usual crazy period is upon year it is in the SCDBA –
us – ‘district pennant’. EveryLake Conjola 18-19 Februbody is seeking pennant grades ary 2017.
and trying to have players re- Although the fourth zone 7
graded.
- district– Monaro – is not
at this time active. The
With the loss of three of our
zone match committee
clubs, Gerringong, Shoalhaven have decided to make up
heads and now Bomaderry this another side in place of
district has lost a further 250
Monaro and it will called
registered bowlers. The follow the ‘President’s Side’ it
on from that is we have less
gives the zone selectors a
pennant sides this year. We
view of good players on
had around 50 sides last year, the fringe of zone selection and
now we have 35 sides. A con- the opportunity to view players
siderable number of players
in good form for selection into

Answer to “Who Am I “ on page 9.
William Pigg

“Around the District”
by
SCDBA Secretary Alan Askew
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Life Members
Fred Dewhurst * Kenneth Hodgetts* William Kimber * Ronald Long,* Joseph Schembri * George Thorpe
Full Playing Members
ADDISON

KEN

HINDLEY

CHRIS

SIMES

REX
STEPHEN

ASKEW

ALAN

HIRD

NOEL

SMITH

ATTARD

JOE

HODGETTS

KENNETH

SMITH

DEREK

BAER

WALTER

HOOK

GRAHAME

SMITH

JOHN

BAKER

JOHN

HUTCHING

NEVILLE

SMITH

BRIAN

BENNETT

ALAN

JESSUP

TERRY

SOLOMON

NEIL

BOBRIGE

PETER

KATONA

RUDY

BONARNNO

CHARLES

KING

COLIN

SURJAN

KUZMA

BOSSINI

JOHN

KLAP

RALPH

JAMIE

BOURKE

BRIAN

KRIKSTOLAITIS

BENJAMIN

BRADSHAW

BRIAN

LAWRENCE

DAVID

BURNHAM

KENNETH

THELANDER
THELANDER
THORPE

LEARMONTH

GRAHAM

THORPE

PAUL

CAPON

DAVID

LONG

DANIEL

CASSAR

JOE

MACKENZIE

DON

TYSOE
WALKER

JOHN
CHARLES

CAVES

ROSS

MANWARRING

RICHARD

PETER
MAYNARD

WARREN

WEINGAERTNER
WHALAN

RALPH

CHAMBERLIN
CLARKE

PETER

WILLIAMS

BARRY

COLLINS

TERRY

WOOD

NORMAN

CONNAL

CAMBELL

WRIGHT

GREG

CONNEELY

PAUL

CONNOLLY

NEAL

McCARTHY

DONALD

McCONNELL

DENNIS

McLEAN

GRANT

MEEHAN

JOHN

MILLER

BARNEY

MORRIS

FREDRICK

JAMES
GAVIN

KEVIN

Social Members

CRAMMOND

ANTHONY

CROFT

FRANK

CURTIS

RUSSELL

MUNRO

DAVID

DAVIS

PAUL

NIGHTINGALE

BRIAN

DAVIS

RONALD

NUTTALL

PHILIP

DEAN

GARRY

OLIVERIO

JOE

DINNES

JAMES

PALMER

LEN

DIXON

WALTER

PAYER

JOHN

DOUST

ROBERT

PIGG

WILL

DUNCAN

ROBERT

POLLEY

CLIVE

DUNBAR TERRY

DUNN

JOHN

PRYDE

WILLIAM

JACK DOUG

DUNNE

KEVIN

PURVIS

JOHN

RITCHIE C.

DYKE

MORRIS

REID

ROBIN

EDWARDS

BARRY

RHODEN

ARNOLD

EDWARDS

JAKE

RICHARDS

GRAHAME

EVETTS

KEN

ROBERTSON

CLIVE

FAULKNER

GREG

ROBINSON

DAVID

FLOOD

LINDSAY

ROBINSON

JOEL

FLOOD

GEOFF

SANDFORD

PAUL

FOLEY

SONY

PEARSE. RUSSELL

SAVIGE

BERNARD

STEVENS. CHARLES

GALLIMORE

JOHN

SCHEMBRI

JOSEPH

TEN CATE. WYBE (Bill)

GARDENER

CRAIG

SCHILLINGS

PAUL

GATES

KEN

SHAW

RAYMOND

GOLDSMITH

BRUCE

HARRIS

JOHN

SHAW

BRIAN

PARMENTER. MICHEAL

SHAW

WILLIAM

PERRIN BRIAN

SHAW

DAVID

WILLIAMS MERVYN

SHERIDAN

MICHEAL

STUBBS DESMOND

HATGIANTONIO

WILLAM

HAWKING

CLARRY

RITCHIE. CECIL
YOUNG ROBERT
FURNER ARTHUR
KING LANCE
LINNENBANK HERMAN
FLYNN JOHN
PENDLEBERRY RAY
WEST K.

HAYWARD. KEVIN
GITTOES ROY
POLLACK. BARRY
BROWN. NORM.
GRIFFITHS. P.
HARRIS. SEAN.
FEWINGS. NOEL
JACKSON. DEREK

STEWART FRED
BUTLER CHRIS.
KENNEY. DAVID

